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Abstract. The objective of this work is the conception and the realization of a 
recommendatory system, using concepts of the web usage mining and being in-
spired by approaches to information filtering. This system includes a new hybr-
id method to rank documents web, in order to propose to the Webmaster (or 
admin) of platform e- learning the best available documents based of the histor-
ical to research done by learners. 

It is, actually a meta-search engine on the web, integrated into the e-learning 
platform to keep surfing traces of the learner during his searching. This will 
permit to have a usage basis that will be used by the system to help webmaster 
(admin) to make decisions about the documents to be added to the platform.  
The elaborated system will make it passible to propose help and assistance to 
learners of the platform. 
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1 Introduction 

Due to the exponential increase in the amount of resources available and accessible on 
the web, Recommendation systems have seen their popularity grow in recent years. 
Combining techniques of information filtering, personalization, artificial intelligence, 
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social networks and human-computer interaction, recommendation systems provide 
users with suggestions to meet their informational needs and preferences. Indeed, 
recommendation systems are particularly in demand in e-commerce applications. For 
example, the Amazon site recommends all kinds of products (movies, music, books, 
etc...) [1, 2]. 

To Produce recommendations, a number of approaches is possible: (i) the approach 
by content [3] which makes recommendations by comparing the semantic content of 
resources with the user’s tastes, (ii) the approach based on knowledge [4] that makes 
recommendations by exploiting knowledge about the user and pre-established heuris-
tics, and (iii) the approach by collaborative filtering [5], which makes recommenda-
tions by analyzing, at the same time, the user’s opinions and those of other users 
about  the resources they have consulted. 

All these approaches require a ranking of documents before presented to the user 
system. For example, in the latest approach that we interests the most (collaborative 
filtering), documents is presented in order of decreasing evaluation, the latter is usual-
ly given as a vote.  

This paper, proposes a Plugin what can integrate on any platform e-Learning (in 
our case, we used the platform open source moodle) to keep tracks of the web 
searches made by learners (student), in order to use it for the recommendation. This 
Plugin also includes a new hybrid method to rank documents web before presenting to 
the learner.  

This ranking is given according to order of decreasing relevance score of docu-
ments deemed relevant. This score is calculated according three phases. First, we in-
spired from the collaborative filtering to calculate the score of vote for the document. 
Second, we use the formula chan to measure the degree of appreciation of the docu-
ment by the learner. Finally, we develop a new function called λ method to combine 
these two measures (score of vote, formula chan) to calculate the relevance score. 

The results show the quality of recommendations by contribution to our former 
work [6, 7] mainly through the addition of other criteria that have improved the results 
in order to help learners in their learning while trying to overcome the major problems 
of recommender systems(Critical Mass, Cold Start, Principle of induction)  [ 7]. 

The rest of the article is organized as follows: 
In section 2, we describe the working process of the proposed solution as well as 

the methodologies of ranking.  In Section 3, we evaluated our Plugin by analyzing 
the learners’ behaviors of the platform e-learning moodle. We terminate by conclu-
sions and perspectives of our work in the section 4.  

2 Process of Operation and Methodologie for Ranking  
of Document  

2.1 Process of Operation 

The system (Plugin) that was integrated in the platform e-learning to study the       
behavior of learners and produce recommendations is named MX-Search.  
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Fig. 1. Process of operation of MX-Search 

MX-Search retrieves and displays the search results returned by the search engines 
(Google, Yahoo, Bing) while keeping track of the learner to make recommendations 
(figure1). 

2.2 Allocation of the Link Visited in a Category of Courses 

Before raking documents, we must classify the links returned by the search engine 
web. This will allow categorizing all the documents requested by all learners of the 
platform during their navigation. 

To achieve this categorization, we utilize the method of classification using           
K-means [8]. We consider the categories of courses as classes that we attribute ob-
jects (web documents visited by the learner). 

To calculate the similarity between a document and a category of course, we utilize 
the lexical similarity [9]. 

Algorithm of attribution of a link to a category of courses:  

Algorithm classification 
 Var  A,B,C,D,E : table of strings; 
              H : table of table of strings ; 
Begin  
 H←∪ hi ;/i∈[1.. number  of  modules] where hi  is the            
             whole of keywords of each  module  
 A ← extract keywords (query learning); 
 B ← extract keywords (title of the link visited) ; 
 C ← extract keywords ( link visited) ; 
 D ← extract keywords (description of the link visited) ; 
 E ← A∪B∪C∪D ; 
 Calculation _of_ similarity_ between (E, hi) (we used 
Jaccard’s index  [9]) ; 
assign the link visited at the class (category of courses    
or  module) which corresponds to hi ; 
End. 
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2.3 Methodology Followed for Ranking of Documents   

How to Calculate the Score of Vote? 

To get the preferences of users, the collaborative filtering approach uses either the 
preference relation or the utility function (eg voting). Indeed in the second case which 
interests, us most is proposed to the user to give his opinion on a scale of integer val-
ues and relatively reduced task (usually a value between 1 and 5 or 1 and 7) [1]. But 
this voting task with note is very hard for the learner. This prompted us to propose a 
new scale of assessment instead of the whole scale of values. 

To do this, we ask the learner for example: 

How do you find the document? 

Useless, Poor, Average, Good or Excellent 

The response will be closer to the real context and facilitates the assessment of the 
learner. Then, we assign for each assessment a note (Useless=1, Poor=2, Passable =3, 
Good=4, Excellent=5). 

Finally, we calculate the score of vote defined by: 

 score of vote(doc)  = sum(αi vote(i)) / sum(αi ) (1) 

With αi: weight of vote according to the level of the learner 

How to Calculate Formula Chan? 

Explicit evaluations require more users’ effort. As a result, users often tend to avoid 
this burden by leaving the system permanently or providing erroneous         as-
sessments. 

In contrast, the deduction of such assessments by the single observation of user   
behavior is much less intrusive. 

A real example of inference implicit evaluations is the formula proposed by Chan 
(1999) [2], to predict whether a web page has been appreciated or not. 

This formula is based largely on information that can be harvested from the data 
protocol communication. Indeed, it is calculated based on the history, the bookmark, 
the contents of pages and the access log. 

Finally, Chan (1999) defines the degree of interest in a page: 

 Interest(Page)=Frequency(Page)*(1+IsBookmark(Page)+Duration(Page)+ 
                 Recency(Page) + LinkVisitPercent(Page)) (2) 

In our system this formula was modified by adding weights to the variables in order to 
promote and give prominence to a variable contribution to the other. 
Formula Chan becomes: 

 Interest(Page)=Frequency(Page)* (1 + α*IsBookmark(Page) + β*  
             Duration(Page) + δ* Recency(Page) +  γ* LinkVisitPercent(Page)) (3) 

With α, β, δ, γ: the weight of the variable and   0< α, β, δ, γ <1 and                               
α+ β+ δ+ γ=1 
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Fig. 5. Interface to choose the criteria of knowledge extraction  

After having chosen the java module for example, the system ranks the documents 
according to their relevance according to the point of view of the learner and | or for-
mula chan (figure 6, 7, 8,). This ranking will allow learners to have additional re-
sources to understand the module. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Result obtained for the module java according to the criterion: Score of vote 
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The solution suggested MX-Search is based on a system of search of information 
web, on the concepts of web usage mining, on novel method hybrid of ranking of 
documents, K-means, and the filtering of information to keep track about navigation 
learners during their research in the web while involving then: (vote, click ...). 

This will have a basis of use that will be used by the system to assist the adminis-
trator (Webmaster or teacher) to take decisions on the best documents existing on the 
web so to add them as additional resources in the platform, so that these learners or 
other promotions can benefit of them.  

The hybrid method of ranking that we propose also increases the quality of rec-
ommendations in relation to use only techniques of the collaborative filtering. 

This work is still being improved, as regards the topics and the features. 
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